Enhanced Environments

Authentic Immersive Lighting at the Touch of a Button
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Vehicular Ampliﬁcation ! Set Extension ! Dioramic E"ect and Mediated Reality
Enhanced Environments applies to the use of projection and LED
screens to create natural-looking backgrounds and lighting
reflections on set. The controlled environment allows the actors to
respond in a set they can actually visualize. We can bring a specific
location to any stage, giving directors the ability to change locations

COST-EFFECTIVE!
VERSATILE!
REALISTIC OR HYPER-REALISTIC!
DRAMATIC AND DYNAMIC!

with the touch of a button or instantly shift from day to night

ANY ANGLE " ANY LIGHTING!

sequences. This technology is particularly recommended for ‘car

SCALABLE TO ANY SIZE!

process work’. Our team can engineer, provide and install multiple

ANY TIME OF DAY OR NIGHT!

LED resolution panel arrays and projection systems displaying

ALL AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON!!

driving plate footage based on input from the production’s creative
team. Playback is controlled on set from our media servers, creating
a truly interactive and immersive environment.!

Please contact Brian Edwards ! Brian.Edwards@prg.com

Enhanced Environments

Authentic Immersive Lighting at the Touch of a Button
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Enhanced Environments
Authentic Immersive Lighting

Vehicular Ampliﬁcation ! Set Extension ! Dioramic E"ect and Mediated Reality
The PRG-VER Enhanced Environment process allows ﬁlmmakers to light talent and ﬁxtures with
amazing natural authenticity. The lighting e#ect is spot on so talent and crew alike visualize actual
environments and perform against a dramatic and dynamic background without the guesswork of
staring at a lifeless, empty green screen. We will work with your production team from pre-visualization
to production to create an enveloping media environment on as large a scale as needed, utilizing VER
proprietary technology, tools and techniques. All supported by the industry’s most experienced team of
Enhanced Environmentalists - primed to enable your custom solution. !
Ready to get more realistic lighting and reﬂections on a set at the push of a button, while saving valuable
time? Discover the creative and cost-e#ective solution at PRG-VER.

